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Calling all Brides and Grooms to-be.
We are excited to share with you
twenty two exciting wedding trends
predicted for 2022. 



Cake Arches
It is exciting to see cake tables getting a
lot more attention, through use of custom
cake hoops and arches. Whether
decorated with dried foliage, fresh flowers,
or left plain for a more minimalist feeling,
these displays make lovely focal points for
your big day.

Garden-inspired
weddings

Romantic, outdoor back-garden wedding
at venues with garden spaces have

become increasingly popular over the
last two years as couples used the

greenery-filled outdoor spaces to their
advantage. 

 

Sustainability
We are loving the sustainability trend – where

couples are incorporating sustainable elements
into their weddings by selecting vendors with

greener production, selecting plastic-free
catering, using online save-the-dates and

invitations, and recycling and donating flowers
after their special day. More couples are

demanding Vegan options and menus, and
requesting food sourced from local farms. 

 



Weekday Weddings
Lockdown and restrictions have resulted in
many postponements, which has meant that
weekend venue availability can be hard to
come by. The wedding industry is facing a huge
backlog of weddings and weekday weddings
are an emerging trend that can’t be ignored.
For this reason, we expect to see a surge in
weekday weddings in 2022, as couples choose
to celebrate wherever they can find availability.
And as the cherry on top, weekday wedding
venue hire often comes at a discounted price –
so its not a bad thing for the budget. 

Virtual Save the
Dates

With so many couples needing to
change wedding dates, virtual wedding

invitations have grown in popularity –
as stationers and graphic designers

took digital invites to gorgeous,
innovative new places! Although we feel
that the romance of real stationery can
never be replicated with online versions,

we love the idea of virtual save the
dates and invitations, which are ideal
for modern couples, giving them the
ability to accommodate last-minute

changes and making for a more
budget-friendly and sustainable

process. 
 



Flavour with
Meaning Cakes

A cake you can connect with as
opposed to a cake off the menu. More

couples are picking flavours that remind
them of milestones or key memories. It
is no longer about just having a cake; it

is about sharing memories with your
guests. 

Bold, Vibrant
Splashes
Earthy tones are not the only trending palette.
We are seeing more couples move away
from traditional palettes and creating colour
schemes that are reflective of their
personalities. We are loving the introduce of
warm, earthy tones, vibrant colours and
striking flashes of eccentric, colour clashing
palettes. 

Laid-back Hens and Bulls
Celebrations

While destination and city break bachelor and bachelorette parties will always be
popular, many wedding parties are choosing to host laid-back celebrations

closer to home. Whether small dinner reservations, garden braai’s, spa days or
home parties, these pre-wedding events look different in 2022. We are also

seeing more couples combine their bachelor and bachelorettes parties.
 



Fairy-tale
Lighting
The perfect way to set the tone and mood
for your wedding is through lighting. It is
no surprise to us that fairy-tale lighting
has made the list of trends. We are seeing
all sorts of unique, dreamy lighting
options, which create a magical vibe for
your big day. 

Storytelling
through individual
servings
Romantic, outdoor back-garden wedding
at venues with garden spaces have
become increasingly popular over the
last two years as couples used the
greenery-filled outdoor spaces to their
advantage. 

The Little White Dress
The format of weddings has been forever changed by
COVID-19. One of the huge advantages of this is the
opportunity for more than one bridal look. In 2022, we
are expecting to see more short bridal dresses than ever
before, at rescheduled evening receptions, multi-part
weddings, and intimate celebrations. The best part
about it is that a LWD is so versatile, you can re-wear it
long after the wedding ends!



Intimate Weddings
While many are using the more relaxed regulations as an opportunity to host
blowout events, others have come to embrace the intimacy of smaller weddings.
For decorating purposes, so much more can be done, integrating more interesting
designs for smaller groups. This does not necessarily mean a small guest list is
required – clients with large guest counts are creating cosy spaces and a sense
of familiarity at their weddings. It has become a popular request from brides and
grooms – to make big weddings feel intimate and personal in 2022.

Modern
Monochrome

We have been seeing this monochrome
style become more popular, and can

provide testament to how chic and modern
this décor trend it. While monochrome is

often associated with a “less is more”
aesthetic, bold details have taken it to a new

level in 2022.
 

Wedding Weekends
Wedding Weekends have become increasingly popular,
with welcome parties, daytime activities and day-after

brunches. Many Weddings are expanding their scope
outside of the normal, traditional ceremony and

reception, by extending the level of hospitality to family
and friends. Weddings that are a multi-day experience
often bring an authentic spirit of community, as guests

have more opportunity to meet and spend time together,
and create even more lifelong memories. A truly

immersive celebration that results in a new appreciation
for the celebration of happy couples who are entering a

new phase in their life. 
 



Wedding Creches
Nanny services and creches are predicted to
boom in popularity this year, as a means to
ensure that guests who may otherwise need to
drop out of wedding commitments due to their
little ones are able to attend. This gives parents
a chance to let their hair down and enjoy
themselves without a worry.

Earthy, nature-
inspired palettes

Many people have spent more time outdoors
because of the pandemic, which has resulted in a
greater focus on the environment and a newfound
appreciation of nature. With regards to the décor,
the colour palette is moving towards earthy,
natural colours and away from the whites and
pastels of old. 

People are more comfortable now than ever to
move away from the traditional norm. The biggest
prediction for 2022 in terms of colour is rust –
embracing earthy textures with terracotta pots,
driftwood, linen napkins and honeyed neutral
colours with pops of brighter amber, rust and coral
tones. 

In the floral realm, we see nude palettes being bigger than ever in 2022 – matching
perfectly with the more earthy colour palette. A fresh, highly sophisticated take on
the more traditional whites and pastel pinks, is a more nude palette which is
inclusive of soft pink tones mixed with caramels, coffees and silky ivories.



TikTok Trends

TikTok is setting many exciting trends for 2022 that we are absolutely loving! Here
are a few of our favourites for you to consider on your big day:

A private final dance
Let’s face it, unless you’re eloping, one-on-one time with your spouse will be in
short supply on your big day. A sweet way to carve out time and create a lifelong
memory is to opt for a private final dance once the party wraps up and guests are
preparing for your send off. Clear out your reception hall and steal one last private
moment before your big day comes to a close. 

Rethinking the first look
Whether or not your bridal party and family have tagged along to fittings and
already seen your gown, their reactions to the complete wedding day look is a
precious moment that is often overlooked. As an alternative to the popular first
look between spouses, you could always opt for a bridal squad and family first look
instead. Prepare yourself for waterworks!

Bridal Party Entrance 
Why should the new spouses miss out on the
excitement? A new emerging trend sees spouses
enter the reception venue first so that they get the
chance to see their bridal parts extravagant
entrances.

A piece of advice
A cute trend that’s been picking up steam on TikTok
is to call up married couples to the dance floor
instead. One by one, your emcee will ask couples
married a certain amount of years to stay on the
floor until the couple married the longest is the only
one that remains. They’ll then get the mic to share
one piece of marriage advice with the newlyweds. 



Specialty Bars
More weddings are introducing speciality
bars – a cool, unique way of devoting a
bar to your personalized drink. This is not
only a nice looking and exciting
experience for guests, but by serving
drinks from a separate bar, you will cut
down the waiting time at the main bars.

Hanging Florals
We are seeing a huge demand for
hanging florals and also large floral
installations where they are suspended
above tables or even move from floor to
ceiling along the full length of the table.

Rented Wedding
Dress
A true wedding revolution and an opportunity
for brides to wear more than one outfit on their
wedding day. Although it has been a long
tradition for grooms to rent their suits, eco-
conscious brides are now taking up the mantle.
Not only will you save money, but you don’t
need to wait for your dress to be made-to-
order.



Relaxed Luxury
Formality and lavish weddings are
becoming more and more pared down in
2022. While the classic black-tie wedding
will still be around, many couples are
opting for a more relaxed vibe with a lot
of outdoor influence – exploring cocktail
styled parties, food trucks, dance parties
and everything outside of the norm - less
fuss and more fun.

Sober Curious
Weddings
Apart from bubbles for speeches and
toasts, alcohol has always been seen as
an essential at a wedding, however, more
and more couples are introducing
alcohol-free alternatives on their bar
menu’s. 
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WANT TO SAY

"I DO"
IN 2022?


